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ABSTRACT
We study planetary migration in a gas-free disk of planetesimals. In the case
of our Solar System we show that Neptune could have had either a damped
migration, limited to a few AUs, or a forced migration up to the disk's edge,
depending on the disk's mass density. We also study the possibility of runaway
migration of isolated planets in very massive disk, which might be relevant
for extra-solar systems. We investigate the problem of the mass depletion of
the Kuiper belt in the light of planetary migration and conclude that the belt
lost its pristine mass well before that Neptune reached its current position.
Therefore, Neptune eectively hit the outer edge of the proto-planetary disk.
We also investigate the dynamics of massive planetary embryos embedded in
the planetesimal disk. We conclude that the elimination of Earth-mass or
Mars-mass embryos originally placed outside the initial location of Neptune also
requires the existence of a disk edge near 30 AU.
Subject headings: Kuiper Belt, resonance, Solar System formation
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1. Introduction
Planet migration in forming planetary systems occurs in two stages. The rst one
happens due to the interaction of the planet with the gaseous disk (Ward, 1997 Masset,
2001). After the gas disk dissipates, the energy and angular momentum exchange between
remaining planetesimals and the planets induce the second stage of planetary migration.
This phenomenon was rst brought to light by Fernandez and Ip (1984).
It is now believed that planetary migration substantially sculpted the Kuiper belt,
generating most of the features that are now observed. Malhotra (1993) rst showed that
the resonant, eccentric orbit of Pluto can be the result of the 2:3 resonance sweeping through
the proto-planetary disk during Neptune's migration. Similarly, the same scenario explains
the existence of a signicant fraction of Kuiper belt bodies in the major mean mean motion
resonances with Neptune 3:4, 2:3, 3:5, 1:2 and their wide range of orbital eccentricities
(Malhotra, 1995). Gomes (2003) showed that the origin of the so called `hot classical Kuiper
belt' (a population of non-resonant bodies with inclinations larger than 4 degrees) can
also be explained as a result of Neptune's migration, which allowed a small portion of the
scattered disk population to be trapped on stable orbits with small/moderate eccentricities.
More recently Levison and Morbidelli (2003) proposed that Neptune's migration also
generated the `cold classical Kuiper belt' (the population of non-resonant bodies with
inclinations smaller than 4 degrees Brown, 2001): the members of this population would
have been transported to their current location from a much smaller heliocentric distance
through a mechanism that invokes temporary trapping into the 1:2 mean motion resonance.
The properties of the Kuiper belt are not the only indications of planetary migration.
Levison and Stewart (2001) showed that the in-situ formation of Uranus and Neptune is
unlikely, suggesting that these planets formed much closer to Jupiter and Saturn, where
the growth timescales were dramatically shorter (Thommes et al., 2003). Thommes et al.,
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(1999) proposed a radical dierent view, in which Uranus and Neptune formed between
Jupiter and Saturn and were scattered outwards, where the interactions with the disk of
planetesimals damped their eccentricities and inclinations.
Despite the importance of planetary migration, not much work has been done up to
now to study the migration process per se. After the pioneering work of Fernandez and Ip
(1984), Hahn and Malhotra (1999) tried to better characterize planetary migration with
a series of direct numerical integrations. In their work, the planets, initially in a more
compact conguration, were embedded in a planetesimal disk with total mass ranging
from 10 to 200 Earth masses (M), and with a surface density decaying as the inverse of
the heliocentric distance r. Because of computational limitations, the authors were forced
to simulate the disk with only 1000 objects, which exerted a gravitational inuence on
the planets but not among themselves. The authors found that a 50M disk could bring
Neptune from its initial position, postulated at 23 AU, to its quasi-nal position at 30 AU
in 50 million years, and therefore concluded that this was the most likely mass of the
planetesimal disk after planetary formation. An important point observed in Hahn and
Malhotra (1999) is that migration proceeded in a non-adiabatic way, so that no resonance
trapping of the planetesimals was observed. The authors conjectured that, if the disk
were composed of a larger number of smaller planetesimals, Neptune's migration would be
smoother and consequently the resonance trapping phenomenon would occur. This, they
argued, could also slow Neptune's outward motion because the resonant particles would
eectively increase Neptune's inertial mass (as they need to be moved together with the
planet).
Gomes (2003) simulated Neptune's migration using a disk of 10,000 massive
planetesimals. As expected, he observed a much smoother migration than in Hahn and
Malhotra (1999), with many resonant captures. However, despite the captures, with a disk
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similar to that of Hahn and Malhotra (60 Earth masses between 20 and 45 AU with a r;1 5
surface density prole), Neptune migrated to 45 AU in 1:4  108 y. The fact that this
result was so dierent from the one by Hahn and Malhotra shows the necessity of a deeper
understanding of the phenomenon of planetary migration, which is precisely the goal of the
present paper.
:

A detailed study of the general migration process would require the exploration of
a huge parameter space and thus is beyond our current technical ability. Thus, we limit
ourselves to explore the cases that, we believe, might be the most instructive to understand
the primordial evolution of our Solar System.
We start in Section 2 with a simple analytical model that stresses the exponential
character of the migration process. This will be useful to interpret the results of the
numerical simulations presented in the next sections. In Section 3, we discuss migration
in large-mass disks. In Section 4, we consider the case of low-mass disks and discuss how
the resolution of the simulation (number of massive planetesimals used to model the disk)
aects the simulation results. Section 5 addresses the issue of the depletion of the primordial
mass of the Kuiper belt and its eects on Neptune's migration. We rule out the possibility
that the belt was depleted by some dynamical mechanism that moved most Kuiper belt
bodies to Neptune-crossing orbit. We also argue that the Kuiper belt could not have lost
its mass by collisional grinding after that the planet reached 30 AU. We therefore conclude
that Neptune stopped at its current location because it encountered an eective edge of
the massive proto-planetary disk. Then, in section 6, we discuss, in detail, Neptune's
migration in truncated disks and deduce the range of plausible disk masses and sizes that
are compatible with the current position of Neptune. We also investigate the implications
for the Thommes et al: (1999) scenario. Section 7 discusses what would have been the
dynamical evolution of planetary embryos, if they existed in the disk beyond Neptune's
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primordial position. Our conclusions will be recollected in section 8. The appendix reports
the details on the integration methods that we have used.

2. A simple analytic insight in the migration process
In this section we develop a back-of-the-envelope analytic `theory' for migration in
planetesimal disks. Our goal is to present an intuitive, easy to understand toy model,
intended to be a guide for interpreting the range of behaviors observed in our numerical
simulations. We refer the reader to Ida et al. (2000b) for a more developed analytic theory.
The consequences of the encounter between two bodies in orbit around the Sun can be
eectively computed in most of the cases using an impulse approximation (Opik, 1976). In
this approximation the eect of the encounter is an instantaneous rotation of the orbital
velocity vectors of the two bodies, computed using the well known Rutherford two-body
scattering formul. Using this approach, it is easy to compute (Valsecchi and Manara,
1997) that on average (that is averaged on all impact parameters and relative orientations)
the planetesimals that cause an outward migration to a planet on a circular orbit are those
q
whose z-component of the angular momentum H = a(1 ; e2) cos i is larger than that of
the planet, H . The opposite is true for the planetesimals with H < H . In these formul
a e and i are the semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination of the planetesimal. This
is due to the fact that, when encountering the planet, the particles with H > H have on
average a velocity component in the direction tangential to the planet's motion that is
larger than the orbital velocity of the planet. Thus they accelerate the planet. The opposite
is true of the particles with H < H . This result applies also if the planet has a moderate
eccentricity.
p

p

p

p

The direction of migration of the planet is therefore determined by the relative
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populations of planet-crossing planetesimals with H > H and H < H . This may be
dierent from case to case. Some general trends, however, can be outlined. For instance, in
the case of two planets, the inner planet partially depletes the population of planetesimals
with H smaller than the angular momentum of the outer planet, so that the latter tends
to migrate outwards. Similarly, the outer planet partially depletes the population of
planetesimals with H larger than the angular momentum of the inner planet, so that the
latter tends to migrate inwards.
p

p

In our Solar System, migration should have had a general trend, with Jupiter moving
inward and Neptune moving outward. Figure 1 shows an example of semi-major axis vs.
eccentricity distribution of the planets and the planetesimals during the migration process.
For each planet, the solid curves show the boundaries of the planet-crossing regions and
the dotted curves correspond to the condition H = H for i = 0. The overlapping of the
Neptune-crossing and Uranus-crossing regions implies a gradual depletion of the objects
with H < HNeptune relative to those with H > HNeptune. The consequence of this imbalance
induces the outward migration of Neptune. The same reasoning can be applied to the other
planets except for Jupiter. Jupiter is so massive that it rapidly ejects to the interstellar
space most of the planetesimals that come close to its orbit (or sends a small fraction
into the Oort cloud), so that it must move inwards (this mechanism has been proposed
for the origin of the hot Jupiters in extra-solar system by Murray et al., 1998). Notice
however that the situation might have been temporarily dierent if the planets encountered
discontinuities in the surface density distribution of the planetesimal disk, such as gaps,
edges, or density clumps (possibly caused by the migration itself), which, in some cases,
could cause reversals in the direction of migration (see x3 for examples).
p

For a better understanding of the numerical simulations presented next, we rst
develop an analytic toy model of the migration process.
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During migration, the fractional rate of change of the planet's semi-major axis, da0 =dt,
where da0 = da=a , is proportional to: (1) the ratio of amount of material in orbits that
cross the orbit of the planet, M (t), to the mass of the planet, M , (2) a function k of the
distribution of those orbits (for example the distribution of H described above), and (3) the
timescale between close encounters between small particles and the planet, which in turn is
proportional to 1=P , where P is the orbital period of the planet (P = 2a3 2). Therefore
p

p

p

=

p

da = k M (t) 1 :
dt 2 M pa

(1)

p

p

p

Note that most of the dynamics of the system is hidden in the parameter k. The evolution
of M (t) can be approximated by the equation

M_ (t) = ;M (t)= + 2a ja_ j(a ) 
p

p

(2)

p

where the rst term in the r.h.s. represents the decay of the planetesimal population
due to the planetesimal's nite dynamical lifetime, and the second term stands for the
planetesimals that, because of the change in the planet's position, enter for the rst time the
region where they can be scattered by the planet. In (2) (a ) is the surface density of the
`virgin' (i.e. not yet scattered) planetesimal disk at heliocentric distance a . Substituting
(1) into (2) we get
(3)
M_ (t) = (; ;1 + jkjpa (a )=M )M (t) :
p

p

p

p

p

Let's assume for simplicity that the term = ; ;1 + jkjpa (a )=M does not signicantly
change with time (an approximation valid for small migrations, but which evidently
looses its validity when the migration covers a macroscopic range). Then, (3) becomes
an exponential equation with solution M (t) = M (0) exp( t). If is negative, then
M (t) decays exponentially to 0 and the planet (from eq. 1) stops migrating. In this
case, the loss of planetesimals due to their nite dynamical lifetime is not compensated
by the acquisition of new planetesimals in the scattering region, because the migration
p

p

p
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speed is too slow. Therefore, the planet runs `out of fuel'. We call this migration mode
damped migration. Conversely, if is positive, M (t) grows exponentially and the planet
exponentially accelerates (Ida et al., 2000b). We call this migration mode forced migration.
In this case the acquisition of new planetesimals due to the migration exceeds the losses
due to the nite dynamical lifetime, and the migration is self-sustained.
The description of migration through eqs. (1) and (2) is necessarily crude. In reality,
the migration can pass from damped to a forced mode and vice-versa, as the surface density
, the decay time  and the relative planetesimal distribution k change with the planet's
location a and planetary migration rate a_ . The changes of  and k along the migration
cannot be estimated, a priori. Also, if a_ becomes large enough, disk particles can cross
the planet's zone of inuence in a timescale short compared to  and thus leave the zone
from the opposite edge. This eect introduces a new negative term in the r.h.s. of (2) that
also cannot be evaluated a priori, because it depends on the details on the interactions
between the particles and the planet. Planetesimals can also be trapped in mean motion
resonances, which eectively increases the inertial mass of the planet, thus causing a
decrease of k. On the other hand, planetesimals exterior to the planet's zone of inuence
may be dynamically excited to planet crossing orbits by resonances. This increases the
delivery of fresh mass to the planet compared to the term 2a ja_ j(a ) in (2). Moreover,
the relative orbital distribution of the planetesimals in the planet crossing zone may change
during the evolution, causing a change in k. Finally, the width of the planet crossing region
changes linearly with a , also modifying the r.h.s. of (2).
p

p

p

p

p

p

p

Therefore, this system of equations cannot be eectively used to simulate the migration
process. Indeed, we are not aware of any theory on planetary migration in planetesimal
disks that can substitute for numerical simulations. However, our toy model shows the
intrinsic exponential nature of the migration process, and therefore will be very useful to
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interpret the results of the direct simulations of the migration process that will be presented
in the next sections.

3. Migration in large mass disks
We present two simulations of giant planet migration due to the presence of a massive
disk. In both cases, the initial semi-major axes of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are
5.4 AU, 8.7 AU, 13.8 AU and 18.1 AU, respectively and their initial eccentricities are 0.
In the rst case, the disk extends from 12:5 AU to 45 AU. Following the idea that
the disk should be strongly depleted in the planetary region due to the accretion of the
planets, we assume a disk mass of 4.6 M inside 20 AU, and of 117.5 M outside 20 AU,
with a surface density decaying as r;1 5 in each sub-region. The disk is simulated using
6123 equal-mass particles. In the second case, the disk extends up to 50 AU, and contains
203 M outside 20 AU, with a surface density decaying as r;1, while the mass inside 20 AU
is again equal to 4.6 M . It is simulated using 10190 equal mass particles. These surface
density proles are those typically assumed for the protoplanetary disk (Hayashi, 1981
Hahn and Malhotra, 1999). In these and all other simulations presented in this paper, the
disk particles responded to the planets, but not to each other. We are aware that this
approximation, imposed by the necessity to keep the computing time within reasonable
limits, introduces some artifacts. The frequencies of secular precession of the disk particle
orbits are not correct, which misplaces the location of the secular resonances with the
planets. Also, collective eects are not reproduced, which suppresses a torque that would
subtract angular momentum from the planets (Goldreich and Tremaine, 1980). We think
that these artifacts do not have severe consequences. Unlike mean motion resonances (see
below), secular resonances do not play an important role in planetary migration, except for
possibly providing additional distant sources of planetesimals to the planet crossing region.
:
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Collective eects become unimportant as soon as the planetesimal disk becomes moderately
excited (Ward & Hahn 1998a, 1998b).
Figure 2 shows the migration of the planets for the two planetesimal disks dened
above. For the reasons explained in section 2, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune on average
migrate outward, while Jupiter migrates inward. Neptune undergoes forced migration
because these disks are massive. Consequently, the planet eventually migrates to the edge of
the disk (and in fact goes slightly beyond it), and it can come to a rest only when the disk
has been mostly depleted (which occurs at about 2  107 years). The fact that Neptune's
real position is at 30 AU obviously rules out the idea that a similar extended massive disk
was present in our Solar System at early times.
However, other planetary systems might have had in the past disks of comparable mass
and (even larger) radial extent, and therefore migration may have brought planets to large
distances from their parent stars. Such planets have been postulated to explain features
observed in the disks around Pictoris (Wahhaj et al., 2003), Vega and Eridani (Ozernoy
et al., 2000). If the observational evidence for their existence is substantiated, we believe
that forced migration in a massive planetesimal disk might be a valid explanation of their
origin. However, the migration process as described here requires that the planet is much
less massive than the disk and is incapable of ejecting most planetesimals to hyperbolic
orbit thus it only applies to planets like Uranus and Neptune rather then Jupiter and
Saturn.
Another important result shown in Fig. 2 is that Neptune's migration is not monotonic.
In the case of the high-mass disk (top panel), Neptune reaches  50 AU in less than 4 My,
and then comes back to within 30 AU almost equally fast. Similar episodes of acceleration
and return (although less pronounced) are also visible in the low-mass disk case, at  4 and
 10 My. This behavior is due to a a self-sustaining migration process, described in Ida et
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al. (2000b), that we call runaway migration.

Under normal conditions, the planetesimals in Neptune-crossing orbit that have
H < HNeptune are depleted by Uranus. Therefore, there is never a large number of
H < HNeptune particles that could drive Neptune inward, so that Neptune's outer migration
is irreversible. But when Neptune migrates fast or gets far from Uranus, it can get in a
mode where it does not scatter objects into Uranus-crossing orbits. These objects are
therefore left behind in an excited disk as Neptune moves forward (compare Fig. 3 to
Fig. 1). However, planet's outward migration continues as long as the planetesimals in the
Neptune-crossing zone with H > HNeptune dominate over those with H < HNeptune. The two
populations do not rapidly equilibrate because of the migration itself, which continuously
supplies new planetesimals with H > HNeptune to the Neptune crossing region (Ida et al.,
2000b). However, when Neptune reaches the edge of the disk and thus the number of
objects with H > HNeptune drops, (Fig. 3B), the remaining objects interior to Neptune
pull the planet inward. Thus, Neptune reverses direction and starts a runaway inward
migration. The same argument described above applies, so that this migration ends only
when the region of the disk partially depleted by Uranus is encountered again.
To demonstrate that Uranus has no role in the runaway migration of Neptune or in its
reversal, we perform the following experiment. At t = 3 My we remove all planets except
Neptune and extend the disk's outer edge to 60 AU following the original surface density
distribution. Then we continue the integration with only Neptune and the planetesimal
disk. Fig. 4 compares Neptune's evolution in the new simulation to its previous one. As
expected, the two evolutions show essentially the same behavior before  3:3 My. However,
in the new integration, Neptune continues its migration until it reaches the new edge. In a
third integration, we extend the disk up to 80 AU. Again, Neptune continues its migration
up to the new edge. This series of simulations show that, once started, runaway migration
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proceeds without the help of the other planets, and that hitting the disk's edge causes the
migration to be reversed.
However, Neptune's behavior suddenly changes when we extend the disk further. In
the integrations shown by the top curves in the gure, we extend the disk up to 200 AU.
Neptune migrates much further than in the previous cases, but surprisingly, it but does not
reach the new edge. In all integrations that we have made (7 in total, 3 shown in Fig. 4),
Neptune reverses its migration at  110{120 AU. We note that Neptune is not more likely
to eject planetesimals from the Solar System when it is further from the Sun because, for a
particle encountering the planet, the probability to be ejected to hyperbolic orbit depends
exclusively on the Tisserand parameter, and the latter is independent of the semi major axis
units. Therefore the reversion of Neptune's migration requires a more subtle explanation.
In order to understand the reversal in Neptune's migration, we rst must understand
why the entire migration process seems to proceed with a quasi-periodic alternation of
accelerations and slow-downs (or even stops, see Fig. 4). Referring back to Equation 1,
we believe that this is due to combination of two eects as the migration proceeds: a slow
decrease in k and an increase in M . As we described in x2, a planet migrates outward if
more of the disk particles encountering it have H > H than have H < H (which implies
that k > 0), or it migrates inward if the opposite is true (and k < 0). Fig. 5 shows the
density of Neptune crossing particles at three time-steps that correspond to the beginning,
the middle, and the end of a fast migration episode. The gure clearly shows that, initially,
particles cluster in the H > H region, but progressively move towards the H < H region
as the migration proceeds. This shift in the distribution of the particles happens because,
when the planet migrates su!ciently fast, the timescale for encountering the planet becomes
comparable to or longer than that for passing through the planet-crossing region due to
the migration of the planet itself. So, in a coordinate system that moves with the planet,
p

p

p

p
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most particles simply drift through a signicant fraction of this region before suering an
encounter. Thus, when the planet sees the particle for the rst time its H is signicantly
smaller than the value that characterized the particle when it rst became planet-crosser,
and can even be smaller than H . The net result is that k slowly decreases with time.
p

At the same time, we nd that the amount of mass in the planet-crossing region (M )
increases with time. The value of M changes as 2a (a)", where " is the width of the
planet-crossing region (remember that in this case there is no dynamical depletion of the
planet-crossing particles). Because " / a and in this problem the surface density of the
disk is proportional to the inverse heliocentric distance, M / a .
p

p

p

So, M is increasing while k is decreasing. Since a_ / kMpa , if k decreases with time
more slowly than 1=pa , the magnitude of a_ actually increases with time. This happens
until k becomes equal to 0, at which point migration abruptly stops. From Fig. 4, it seems
that this phenomenon becomes somewhat more pronounced as the planet gets further from
the Sun. In fact, the timescale for encounters grows as a3 2, i.e. faster than the width
of the planet-crossing region (proportional to a ), so that it becomes easier to shift the
distribution of the planet crossing particles (as it happens in Fig. 5) and reduce k.
p

p

p

p

=

p

p

Now that we have understood why Neptune's migration repeatedly stops, we can now
discuss the migration reversal seen at a 120 AU. At every stopping episode, Neptune
nds itself in an unstable situation. If the planet stays at rest for a long enough time,
the excitation of the outer cold disk due to secular and resonant perturbations eventually
brings new material into the planet-crossing region with H > H , so that the planet starts
migrating outward again. This happens every time that a new acceleration of the migration
is produced in Fig. 4. But, if the excited disk interior to Neptune (which is made up of
H < H particles) slightly overpowers the particles from the outer disk, the planet starts
to migrate inward. This is enough to trigger a runaway inward migration, because the
p

p
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planet nds a massive excited disk inside its orbit, ready to rell the planet-crossing region,
while the cold outer disk is left behind. We have not been able to identify any dynamical
reason for why, in some cases, Neptune sometimes reverses direction. Thus, we believe
it is a matter of chance. If so, this whole eect may be the result of the fact that our
simulations contain a relatively small number of massive bodies compared to the real early
Solar System. Perhaps an ideal system with a nearly innite number of planetesimals with
innitesimal mass would behave dierently. We will address this issue again in future work.
The possibility that Neptune may have had a period of inward migration if it were
embedded in a massive disk suggests a new mechanism for the excitation of the classical
Kuiper belt: Neptune might have crossed the belt and then returned to 30 AU, dynamically
exciting the Kuiper belt in its wake. Unfortunately, this scenario cannot work. In the
simulations that we performed of this process (see Fig.1), after its inward migration,
Neptune always reverses its migration once again and eventually reaches the original outer
edge of the disk. Therefore Neptune could not have stopped at 30 AU, but would have
reached a nal position beyond the Kuiper belt. Moreover, if Neptune had ended its travels
immediately after a period of inward migration, the population of the Plutinos would
probably not have survived. In fact, during a period of inward migration the particles
in exterior mean motion resonances experience a decrease in eccentricity, until they are
eventually released from the resonance.

4. Migration in low mass disks
We now investigate the migration process for disk masses smaller than 50 M . In all
our simulations, the initial locations of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are 5:45, 8:7,
15:5 and 17:8 AU, respectively. The disk extends from 18 AU to 50 AU and has a surface
density variation as r;1. It is simulated using eectively 10,000 equal mass particles,
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although we employ a computational trick to decrease the amount of CPU time the runs
require (see Appendix).
Figure 6 shows Neptune's migration for disk masses equal to 40, 45 and 50 M. The
rst two cases are examples of damped migration (see sect. 2). Neptune's outward motion
rapidly slows down, and the planet reaches, after 109 y, a quasi-asymptotic distance that
is well within the outer edge of the disk. The part of the disk outside a few AUs beyond
Neptune preserves its original mass, while the part within this distance is completely
depleted. These results are qualitatively equivalent to those obtained by Hahn and Malhotra
(1999) for disks of 10 and 50 M . In our case, Neptune stops at  24 and  26 AU
respectively, but it started more than 5 AU closer to the Sun than in Hahn and Malhotra's
simulations.
When we increase the disk mass to 50 M , we observe a change of behavior. Neptune's
outward migration rst slows down, then stays approximately linear between 100 and
600 My, and nally accelerates towards the disk's edge. This evolution suggests that the
surface density of this disk approximately corresponds to the critical one that separates
dumped migration from forced migration (see sect. 2). We believe that the acceleration
of Neptune's migration seen after 600 My is due to the following. In these simulations,
as Neptune migrates outward some of the particles in the external disk become trapped
in Neptune's mean motion resonances (Malhotra 19931995). These particles are dragged
outward with Neptune's migration, but their eccentricities are pumped up during this
process. The resonant particles eect migration because they eectively increase Neptune's
inertial mass. If the migration rate is slow enough so that the changes that the particles
see are adiabatic, they stay in the resonance until they reach some critical eccentricity at
which point they are released. During adiabatic migration, the number of particles in the
resonances is roughly constant as long as the resonance is still in the disk.
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In this run, Neptune accelerates as its 1:2 mean motion resonance moves out of the
disk. This is most likely due to the fact that the number of objects in the resonance drops
because objects in the resonance are leaving as their eccentricity grows, but new particles
are not being captured. As the resonance is depleted, the eective inertial mass of Neptune
decreases, which, in turn, we believe, causes Neptune to accelerate. We also believe that
this acceleration is then amplied by the fact that Neptune starts moving quickly enough
so that its migration becomes non-adiabatic. So, the resonant capture e!ciency drops for
all the resonances, and thus the total number of objects in resonances decreases. This belief
is supported by the fact that we observed a decrease in the number of objects in Neptune's
2:3 resonance that starts soon after the drop in the 1:2. We should point out that this last
eect could have happened even if the 1:2 did not hit the end of the disk.
The fact that our result for a 50 M disk is qualitatively dierent from that of
Hahn and Malhotra should not be a concern. This mass is close to the threshold for the
transition from damped to forced migration. As is usually the case when a physical system
is studied close to a threshold, small quantitative dierences in the simulations can lead
to qualitatively dierent results. The major dierence between our simulations and Hahn
and Malhota's is the dierent number of particles used to represent the planetesimal disk
(10,000 particle sin our case, 1,000 in Hahn and Malhotra's case). To illustrate how the
number of particles matters, we have re-done the simulations using only 1,000 particles
in the disks, as in Hahn and Malhotra (1999). The results are shown in Fig. 7. Two
simulations are done for each disk's mass with dierent, but equivalent, initial conditions
for the disk's particles. In all cases, we notice a large variability of the results. In particular,
for the disks with 40 and 45 M , in one simulation Neptune stops its migration inside
30 AU, as in Fig. 6, but in the other case it migrates towards the edge of the disk. In the
50 M case both simulations lead Neptune to 46 AU, but the evolution paths are quite
dierent. Unfortunately, we cannot prove the same problem does not exists in our 10,000
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particle runs illustrated in Fig. 6. However, the fact that in Fig. 6 the nal position of
Neptune shows a regular progression with the disk mass, makes us think that stochasticity
of Neptune's migration should be much less prominent.
We can understand this stochastic behavior of Neptune's migration in low resolution
disks on the basis of the analytic insight of sect. 2. If the disk's surface density is close to
the critical value that separates damped migration from forced migration, the evolution
becomes very sensitive to the density uctuations. If the disk is modeled by a small number
of massive particles, the density uctuations are more pronounced and stochastic, while
if the disk is modeled with a larger number of smaller particles, the density uctuations
are more eectively averaged out in space and time. In particular, the encounters of
Neptune with planetesimals with too large a mass inhibit the resonance trapping process
(as pointed out by Hahn and Malhotra), thus changing the orbital distribution of the
planetesimals that drive Neptune's migration. Also, in the case of a smaller number of more
massive planetesimals, Neptune's eccentricity is larger on average (roughly 0.015 compared
to  0:005 for the 10,000 particles runs), which changes the dynamics in three ways: 1)
Neptune's crossing region is larger so it is easier for particles to become Neptune-crossing,
2) Neptune's resonances become stronger so that the external disk is more easily excited,
and 3) Neptune can more easily change a particle's Tisserand parameter so that dynamical
evolution occurs more quickly.
Fig. 6 also shows two examples of migration obtained with disks of 50 M , but surface
densities decaying as r;1 5 and r;2 . Here, 10,000 particles are used to model the disk, in
both cases. A steeper surface density implies more mass in the inner part of the disk and
less mass in the outer part. Therefore the migration starts faster than in the case of the
r;1 surface density but, when the planet reaches the outer part of the disk, the locally low
surface density puts it in a damped migration mode. These two eects (a faster initial
:
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migration and a slower nal migration) combine in such a way that the resulting total
migration of the planet becomes smaller as the surface density distribution of the disk gets
steeper (for equal total disk masses). In fact, the total angular momentum of the disk
decreases with steeper surface density proles. Thus, for a given total disk mass there
must be a steep enough surface density distribution that makes Neptune stop at 30 AU.
For a disk of 50 M between 20 and 50 AU, simulations show that the required density
prole is approximately r;4. The problem with this steep prole is that, if true, the mass
originally in the 40{50 AU region would be 1:5 M | an order of magnitude smaller than
that required to grow, in situ, the large Kuiper belt objects that are observed (Stern and
Colwell, 1997a Kenyon and Luu, 1999).

5. Neptune's position and the mass depletion of the Kuiper belt
If we assume that the primordial Kuiper belt must have contained at least  10M
between 40{50 AU in order to grow objects currently observed, the results of the previous
section suggest a scenario simular to the one proposed by Hahn and Malhotra (1999) |
the surface density of the disk was shallow (exponent  ;1), the disk contained  45M
of material between 20 and 50 AU and Neptune started at  22AU . The initial location
of Neptune, which is 4 AU further outward than in the simulations of Fig.6, was chosen
so that it would stop migrating at  30 AU after a damped migration. Notice that this
scenario is in conict with the conclusions of Levison and Stewart (2001), in which Uranus
and Neptune had to form signicantly closer than 20 AU from the Sun. Our understanding
of planetary formation is not yet secure enough to condently rule out that that Neptune
formed beyond 20 AU. However, the scenario sketched above has another problem. If
Neptune stopped at 30 AU because its migration was damped, then the disk beyond
 35 AU would have preserved its original large mass. The current mass of the region,
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inferred from the observations (Jewitt et al. 1996, Chiang and Brown 1999, Trujillo et al.
2001, Gladman et al. 2001), is now less than 0.1 M . Could the Kuiper belt loose most of
its mass without substantially modifying Neptune's nal location?
Two general mechanisms have been proposed for the mass depletion of the Kuiper belt:
1) the dynamical excitation of most bodies to the Neptune-crossing orbits after which they
were ejected, and 2) the collisional comminution of most of the mass of the Kuiper belt into
dust.
The dynamical depletion mechanism was rst proposed by Morbidelli and Valsecchi
(1997) and Petit et al. (1999). In their scenario, a planetary embryo, with mass comparable
to that of Mars or of the Earth, was scattered by Neptune onto an elliptic orbit that crossed
the Kuiper belt for  108 y. The repeated passage of the embryo through the Kuiper belt
excited the eccentricities of the Kuiper belt bodies. The vast majority of these became
Neptune crossers and were subsequently dynamically removed. In the Petit et al. (1999)
integrations that studied this scenario, however, the Kuiper belt bodies were treated as
massless test particles, and therefore their ejection did not alter the position of Neptune.
Thus, we have re-done a Petit et al.-like simulation in the framework of a more
self-consistent model, where Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are initially at 5.40, 8.78,
16.25 and 23.14 AU respectively, an Earth-mass embryo is on a circular orbit at 27.15 AU,
and the disk has 30 M between 10 and 50 AU, with a surface density prole decaying as
r;1. The result is shown in Fig. 8. The discussion of the dynamical evolution of the embryo
is postponed to sect. 7. Here we focus on the result that, despite the low mass of the disk
(only 7:5M between 40 and 50 AU), at the end of the integration Neptune has migrated
well beyond 30 AU. Indeed, in this simulation, 15% of the disk particles are still in the
system at the end, so we do not get enough dynamical depletion. In order to determine
how much Neptune would migrate if we removed all of the particles, we continued this
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simulation and placed another Earth-mass embryos outside of Neptune (at 44 AU). In this
integration Neptune reaches 37 AU after 1.5 Gy, while 4% of the disk particles are still in
the system.
In the above simulations, Neptune migrates further than it normally would without the
embryos because the embryos dynamically excite the disk exterior to Neptune and feed this
extra mass to it. Thus, Neptune interacts not only with the portion of the disk in its local
neighborhood, but with the entire mass of the disk at the same time. Therefore, a 30 M
disk {which in absence of the embryo would allow Neptune to migrate only few AUs in a
negative feedback mode{ brings Neptune well beyond its current position. We have done
other numerical experiments with a set up equivalent to that of the simulation reported
in Fig. 8, but dierent disk masses. If one requires that Neptune stopped at 30 AU, the
disk in the 10{50 AU range should contain only  15M of planetesimals, the exact values
depending on the initial location of the planet. This disk mass and density prole, however,
would imply that only 3.75 M of material originally existed in the Kuiper belt between 40
and 50 AU, which is far less than the mass required (10{30 M ) by the models of accretion
of Kuiper belt bodies (Stern and Colwell, 1997a Kenyon and Luu, 1999). Therefore, we
believe that we can rule out the Petit et al: scenario for dynamical depletion of the Kuiper
belt.
Although we have only studied the Petit et al. scenario, we believe that our results
can be applied to all dynamical depletion scenarios. This is because Neptune's response
to the mass once it leaves the Kuiper belt is unlikely to depend on whether Kuiper belt
objects are excited to Neptune-crossing orbits by a planetary embryo or by some other
mechanism, such as the primordial secular resonance sweeping (Nagasawa and Ida, 2000).
Our results simply imply that Neptune never encountered the missing planetesimals of the
Kuiper belt. Thus, the only type of dynamical deletion mechanism that could work is one in
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which the Kuiper belt objects were kicked directly to hyperbolic or Jupiter-crossing orbit
and consequently were eliminated without interacting with Neptune. Only the passage of
a star through the Kuiper belt is capable in principle of such an extreme excitation (Ida
et al 2000 Kobayashi and Ida, 2001). However, a simple model (in which Neptune is at
already at 30 AU, the Kuiper belt objects are fully formed, and a passing star causes the
mass depletion and the dynamical excitation of the Kuiper belt) can probably be ruled out
because it is unlikely to produce a Kuiper belt that is consistent with other observational
constraints (Brown & Morbidelli 2004).
An alternative mechanism for removing the mass from the early Kuiper belt is the
collisional grinding scenario proposed by Stern and Colwell (1997b) and Davis and Farinella
(1997, 1998). A massive Kuiper belt with large eccentricities and inclinations would undergo
a very intense collisional activity. Consequently, most of the mass originally incorporated in
bodies smaller than 50{100 km in size could be comminuted into dust, and then evacuated
by radiation pressure and Poynting-Robertson drag. This would cause a substantial mass
depletion, provided that the bodies larger than 50 km (which cannot be e!ciently destroyed
by collisions) initially represented only a small fraction of the total mass.
The collisional grinding of the Kuiper belt would not have been without consequences
for Neptune's migration. The calculations of collisional grinding thus far performed have
been sophisticated particle-in-a-box simulations that handle the evolving size-distribution
of the Kuiper belt in a narrow annulus about the Sun by populating an array of mass bins.
They then follow how the number of objects in each bin changes due to collisions. The
smallest bin in the array is called the `dust' bin and any mass put in this bin is subsequently
ignored. But, what really happens to this dust? This depends on the size, shape, and
composition of the particles, which may be all characterized by a single parameter | the
ratio of the strength of radiation pressure to the strength of gravity, (see Gustafson 1994
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for a review). Particles with >
 0:5 are blown directly from the Solar System and thus do
not interact with any other object. However, <
 0:5 dust particles spiral inward due to
Poynting-Robertson (P-R) drag. For Kuiper belt dust, this means it will encounter Neptune
(see Liou, Zook, Dermott 1996 Liou & Zook 1999 Moro-Mart&n & Malhotra 2002 2003).
If the dust created during the collisional grinding of the Kuiper belt has a size-distribution
similar to that of the zodiacal cloud (N (>R) / R , where R is particle radius and b = ;1:2
Grogan, Dermott & Durda 2001) then much more mass will be found in the large particles
than in the small particles. Thus, most of the dust (by mass) generated will spiral inward.
Indeed, if we assume a particle with R=1 m has = 0:5 (Gustafson 1994) and that only
particles with R<100 m respond to radiative forces (this is a very conservative upper
limit, but choosing a larger one strengthens our case), then >> 99% of the mass in dust
will spiral toward the Sun and encounter Neptune. If we assume that the particles follow a
collisional cascade size distribution (b = ;2:5) this fraction is 91%. In either case the role
of blow-o is negligible and almost all the dust will spiral inward.
b

So, the natural question is: How would Neptune respond to tens of Earth-masses
of dust sailing by during the collisional grinding phase of the disk? Would it migrate
outward as if it were interacting with larger particles? If so, collisional grinding could not
be responsible for the mass depletion because Neptune would have migrated too far, as our
earlier simulations have shown.
However, the response of Neptune is not obvious because, in part, as the dust particles
migrate inward they get temporarily trapped in mean motion resonances (MMRs) with
Neptune (Liou & Zook 1999 and Moro-Mart&n & Malhotra 2002 2003). In an MMR, the
inward drift is halted because the energy loss due the radiation eects is balanced by the
resonant interaction with the planet. The net result is that energy is extracted from the
planet's orbit, so that the particles in the resonance try to drag Neptune in with them. This
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could be signicant given that total mass of the dust generated during the collisional phase
is comparable with the mass of Neptune. However, at the same time, these particles would
have been slowly leaking out of the resonances and subsequently encountering Neptune.
Like their larger brethren, this dust would have tried to push Neptune outward.
Thus, it is not clear exactly how Neptune will respond to the dust. We are currently
studying this issue but it is very unlikely that the two eects cancel out and Neptune's
semi major axis remains approximately unchanged.
A way around this problem is that the dust is collisionally comminuted very quickly
down to a size at which it is blown away by radiation pressure. In this case, it would not
spend a signicantly long time in Neptune crossing orbit or in a mean motion resonance
with the planet (Kenyon, private communication). However, even in this case collisional
grinding would indirectly aect Neptune's orbit, due to the evolution of the 8 secular
resonance during the mass depletion phase. As the disk grinds down, the 8 secular
resonance most likely will begin to feed material to Neptune, which will then migrate. The
8 secular resonance occurs when the periapse precession of a Kuiper belt object matches
that of Neptune. This resonance is very powerful and any object in it suers an increase in
eccentricity until it can be removed from the Kuiper belt by a close encounter with Neptune
(Holman and Wisdom, 1993 Duncan et al: 1995). It is currently at 40 AU. However, the
presence of a massive disk (or annulus) aects the orbital precession frequencies of both
Neptune and the disk particles. As the disk's mass grinds down the precession frequencies
change. Consequently secular resonances move, potentially sweeping through the disk and
exciting objects to Neptune-crossing orbits.
For example, assuming that, when Neptune reaches 30 AU, the disk has already been
depleted inside 35 AU but is still massive in the 35{50 AU region, we have computed the
location of the 8 secular resonance as a function of the remaining disk's mass (Fig. 9)
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using the following semi-analytic model. The location of the secular resonance is simply
the location where precession rate of the disk particles is the same as that of the dominate
frequency of Neptune. For the disk particles on low-inclination nearly circular orbits, the
precession frequency can be determined using the epicyclic approximation (cf. Section3.2 of
Binney & Tremaine 1987). In particular, it is very nearly equal to the dierence between
the radial oscillation frequency and the angular orbital frequency. The latter quantities
can be computed from the rst and second radial derivatives of the total gravitational
potential produced by the massive Kuiper belt and the giant planets. For our model, we
approximated the orbits of the planets by individual rings and the density distribution of
the disk by a series of 5000 rings spread between 30 and 50 AU. We determined the rst
and second derivatives of the potential of the rings numerically. We calculate the dominate
presession frequency of Neptune by developing a full secular theory of a system containing
the four giant planets and seven ctitious planets with masses and semi-major axes chosen
so that they approximate the disk.
As the gure shows, initially the 8 resonance is at the inner edge of the disk. However,
as the disk's mass decreases below  10 M , the secular resonance starts sweeping through
the disk. The resonance will begin to excite disk particles to Neptune-crossing orbits1.
Because the disk still contains a lot of mass, about 0.5{1 M of material (assuming that
1 This is only true if the disk is too excited to support a form of a spiral density wave known

as an apsidal wave, which can be generated by the 8 (Ward & Hahn 1998a, 1998b). Waves
such as this would not allow the eccentricity of the individual particles to grow signicantly.
However, waves will only be generated in disks with e < 0:01, i < 0:3 (Hahn, 2003), which
is much smaller than that required for collisional grinding to be powerfull enough to deplete
99% of the mass (e  0:25, i  7, Stern and Colwell, 1997b). So that in a collisional
grinding regime the collective response of the disk can be ignored.
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the secular resonance is 2 AU-wide) would start to have encounters with Neptune, forcing
the planet to migrate outward. This, in turn, would move the resonance to a fresh location
in the disk further from the Sun, which in turn would feed more particles to Neptune. In
short, our guess is that an instability would be triggered, which would feed the remaining
disk particles to Neptune and thus, as we showed for the dynamical depletion mechanisms
above, Neptune would be driven beyond 30 AU.
In conclusion, we tend to exclude the possibility that collisional grinding depleted
the mass of the Kuiper belt after that Neptune ended its damped migration at 30 AU.
Of course, all the arguments discussed above can be circumvented if collisional grinding
occurred during Neptune's migration, in particular when Neptune was still far from 30 AU.
We cannot exclude this possibility from the point of view of planetary migration. However,
we remind the reader that there are several other arguments against collisional grinding in
general: (i) the orbital excitation of the cold classical Kuiper belt does not seem to be large
enough, compared to that required in the model by Stern and Colwell (1997) (ii) most of
the wide binaries in the cold population would not have survived the collisional grinding
phase (Petit and Mousis, 2003) (iii) if all conditions for the collisional grinding were met in
the Kuiper belt, it is likely that they were met also in the 20{30 AU region, thus preventing
the formation of a massive enough Oort cloud of comets (Stern and Weissman, 2001
Charnoz, private communication).
Therefore, we believe that the current location of Neptune and the mass deciency of
the Kuiper belt imply that the proto-planetary disk possessed an edge at about 30 AU.
There are at least ve mechanisms that could have truncated the disk at small heliocentric
distance, prior to planetary accretion: 1) A passing star tidally strips the Kuiper belt after
the observed Kuiper belt objects formed (Ida et al: 2000 Kobayashi & Ida 2001). 2) An
edge formed prior to planetesimal formation due to aerodynamic drag (Youdin & Shu 2002).
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3) An edge formed during planet accretion due to size-dependent radial migration caused
by gas drag (Weidenschilling 2003). 4) Nearby early-type stars photo-evaporated the outer
regions of the solar nebula before planetesimals could form (Hollenbach & Adams 2003). 5)
Magneto-hydrodynamic instabilities in the outer regions of the disk prevented the formation
of planetesimals in these regions (Stone et al: 1998). We stress that the truncation of the
disk at  35 AU is not in contradiction with the existence of the Kuiper belt beyond 40 AU.
In fact, the entire Kuiper belt could have been pushed out from within 35 AU during
Neptune's migration, following the mechanisms discussed by Malhotra (1995), Gomes
(2003), and Levison and Morbidelli (2003).

6. Migration in a truncated disk
The presence of an edge in a massive disk does not imply that a migrating planet will
stop at the edge. Indeed, since angular momentum must be conserved during the migration
process, the nal location of the planets depends more on the total angular momentum
in the disk than on the location of the edge. To illustrate this, Fig. 10 shows Neptune's
migration in 6 disks that are initially spread between 10 and 30 AU, but with masses
varying from 20 to 100 M (all with surface density prole proportional to r;1)2. The
initial location of Neptune was at 18.1 AU. The disk with 20 M has a subcritical surface
density. Neptune exhibits a dumped migration and stalls well within the disk. Therefore
a massive annulus is preserved between a few AU beyond the planet's location and the
original outer edge of the disk. The 30 M disk also appears to be initially subcritical and
2 In

order to compare the results of the new integrations with those of Fig. 6, the reader
should remind that, for a given total mass, the surface density is 1.6 times higher in the new,
narrower disks.
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after a fast start, the migration starts to slow. However, a little before  9  107 y, there is
a brief burst of migration that occurs when Neptune's 3 : 2 mean motion resonance leaves
the disk. We believe that this burst of migration is due to particles leaving the resonance as
explain above. By 2  108 y, there are very few particles left in the disk, although Neptune
only reached 27 AU. Interestingly, roughly 2% of the particles can be found in orbits that
are decoupled from Neptune beyond 30 AU. Most of these are in mean motion resonances,
but some were delivered to this region by the Gomes (2003) mechanism.
The disk with 35 M has a surface density close to the critical value. The planet
migrates outwards in an almost linear way for  50 My. When it reaches  26 AU, the
unstable region of the disk (which extends up to a distance of about 1/6th of the planet's
semi-major axis Duncan et al., 1995) reaches the edge of the disk. The planet starts to feel
the disk truncation and its migration is rapidly damped. The nal location is 2 AU inside
the original disk edge, but the entire region beyond the planet has been depleted.
More massive disks have supercritical densities. In the case of 50 M the planet stops
almost exactly at the disk's edge, while in the other cases it goes several AUs beyond it. We
stress that at the end of all our simulations, except the one with 20 M, the original disk
was destroyed despite the fact that the Neptune's nal location varied by 8AU. Therefore,
for an observer looking at the nal planetary conguration, there would be no way to tell
where was the original disk's edge and which was the original mass of the disk. Given a
nal position of Neptune, there is a one parameter family of solutions for the disk's size
and mass that is compatible with the result (assuming a given initial position of the planet
the situation is even more complicated if also the initial position is considered as a free
parameter). This is precisely the situation that we are currently facing when we look at our
Solar System.
Among the family of possible solutions for the disk's parameters that are compatible
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with Neptune's location at 30 AU we tend to prefer a mass density close to the critical
value of  1:5M =AU, and an outer edge close to 35 AU. This is due to the fact that the
smaller the disk the harder it is to push the observed Kuiper belt objects out to their
current locations by the mechanisms of Malhotra (1993 1995), and particularly by Levison
and Morbidelli (2003).
A narrow, low mass disk has several implications concerning events in the inner Solar
System. Levison et al. (2001) proposed that a late formation or a late outward migration
of Uranus and Neptune triggered the so-called Late Heavy Bombardment of the Moon.
To explain the delivery to the Moon of 6  1021 g of material, a constraint deduced from
models of impact basin formation, they had to postulate that the disk in Uranus-Neptune
region contained 100 M of planetesimals. As we described above, a disk this massive is
inconsistent with the current location of Neptune. However, there are large uncertainties
in the total mass of the basin-forming projectiles of at least a factor of a few (see the
discussion in Levison et al. 2001), so a disk of 30 M might still be compatible with the
Late Heavy Bombardment (but it is denitely on the low end).
And nally, the constraints that we have presented in this section on the mass and
extent of the original proto-planetary disk has implications for the Solar System formation
models presented in Thommes et al: (2003). These authors presented a series of models
where the giant planets formed in a very compact conguration that, either during or
sometime after Jupiter and Saturn accreted their gaseous envelopes, suered a dynamical
instability that scattered Uranus and Neptune outward. Uranus, Neptune, and perhaps
the core of Saturn then had their orbits circularized by the gravitational interaction (i:e:
dynamical friction) with the external proto-planetary disk. In their most extreme model,
Jupiter and Saturn were fully formed, and Uranus and Neptune were between them, before
the instability. We have performed a series of simulations of this extreme case, but where
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the disk was truncated. In the case were the disk contained 50 M between 10 and 35 AU,
we found that the probability that both Uranus and Neptune became decoupled from
Jupiter and Saturn is smaller than 10% (we did 11 simulations and always lost at least one
planet). With a 100 M disk we obtained one case out of three simulations where both
Uranus and Neptune decoupled from Jupiter and Saturn. However, as the results presented
earlier in this section suggest, the outermost planet ended up at 40 AU, too far from the
Sun. We caution that in our simulations the disk was represented by only 1000 particles
and perhaps the results would be dierent if the disk was better resolved, although we
believe that this is unlikely. Thus, the most extreme version of the Thommes et al. scenario
can most likely be ruled out.

7. Migration of planetary embryos
Recall that in x5, we performed a study of the Petit et al: (1999) scenario for the mass
depletion of the Kuiper belt, where we initially placed an Earth-mass embryo on a circular
orbit outside the orbit of Neptune at 27.15 AU. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune
were initially at 5.40, 8.78, 16.25 and 23.14 AU respectively. In addition, we included a
30 M disk between 10 and 50 AU, with a surface density prole decaying as r;1. Naively,
we expected that the Earth-mass embryo would have been caught by Neptune during
the planet's migration, and subsequently behaved as a scattered disk body (Levison and
Duncan, 1997) | undergoing repeated close encounters with Neptune, clearing out the
Kuiper belt, and eventually being ejected by the giant planets. That, surprisingly, is not
what happened.
Fig. 8 shows that the embryo migrates much faster than Neptune. In this simulation,
the planet migrates very fast to the edge of a disk in a runaway migration that leaves the
disk behind, almost un-depleted. Then the embryo reverses the migration, returning to
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40 AU, and nally it turns around again, reaching a nal position that is well beyond the
initial edge of the disk (50 AU). The embryo's nal eccentricity and inclinations are  0:02
and  1 respectively.
Fig. 11 shows another example of interesting embryo dynamics. Here the initial
conditions were the same as the simulation shown in Fig. 8 except the the embryo's mass
reduced to that of Mars. The Mars-mass embryo is less mobile than the Earth-mass one,
and thus it is more susceptible to be trapped in mean motion resonances. In this case, its
eccentricity is rst excited to 0.06 by the 7:9 mean motion resonance, which was initially
close by. At this value of the eccentricity the 7:9 resonance overlaps with the stronger 3:4
resonance, which captures the embryo at 1.5 My. The transition to the new resonance
causes the embryo's eccentricity to jump to  0:1. Once in the resonance two competing
eects dominate the embryo's dynamics: the outward migration of the resonance tends to
increase its eccentricity, while the dynamical friction exerted by the disk tends to reduce it.
In this case, the dynamical friction slightly dominates, so that the embryo's eccentricity is
slowly reduced. At t  40 My the embryo nally leaves the resonance, and consequently its
eccentricity falls dramatically to less than 0.02. The embryo is therefore stabilized outside
Neptune's position.
We have performed six simulations like those above varying the number of particles in
the disk, the disk mass and the embryo mass. In some runs runaway migration is important
while in others it is not. In all cases Neptune stopped before reaching the embryo. Thus,
contrary to our expectations, an Earth-mass planetary embryo initially in a low mass disk
just outside Neptune's orbit would not have been scattered by Neptune, but would have
migrated ahead of Neptune, until {or somewhat beyond{ the disk's edge. The embryo
would still be present in the Solar System, with a low eccentricity, low inclination orbit
which would have not escaped detection in the numerous ecliptic surveys that have been
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performed for the detection of Kuiper belt bodies.
The reason that the embryos in these simulations could nd a stable position well
beyond Neptune is that the disk extended to 50 AU. If the disk were truncated at a smaller
heliocentric distance, so that Neptune could reach the outer edge, the situation would
be drastically dierent. We performed four simulations to study this situation. In these
integrations, we truncated the disk at 30 AU to insure that Neptune will stop near its
current location. In half of the cases, Neptune eventually scatters the embryo towards the
inner Solar System where it is ejected from the Solar System by the gas giants (Fig. 12). In
the remaining cases, Neptune scatters the embryo outwards, where the dynamical friction
exerted by the other scattered disk planetesimals damp its eccentricity. The embryo
therefore survives on a low-eccentricity orbit, outside the position of Neptune and beyond
the original edge of the disk.
In all of the simulations thus far explored, the system consisted of the four giant
planets, an embryo, and a disk. We have not studied systems with multiple embryos
because this case has already been ruled out by Morbidelli et al. (2001). These authors
studied the evolution of a system of multiple embryos initially outside Neptune's orbit
and demonstrated that, even neglecting planetary migration and dynamical friction, there
are always embryos left on stable orbits beyond Neptune. In these models, the surviving
embryos were decoupled from Neptune because of dynamical encounters with other embryos.
The inclusion of a trans-Neptunian disk should make the survival of embryos even more
likely.
In conclusion, the existence at early epochs of numerous Mars- to Earth-mass embryos
outside the primordial position of Neptune seems unlikely. If one such embryo existed,
its elimination requires that the primordial massive disk was truncated not far from the
current Neptune's position, at 30 AU.
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8. Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper we have investigated, in detail, the phenomenon of planetary migration
due to the scattering of disk planetesimals. Although our explorations cover a much wider
parameter space than Hahn and Malhotra (1999), in the region of overlap our results are
consistent with theirs.
In the case of the giant planets in our Solar System we have found that {depending
on the mass density of the disk{ Neptune could have either experienced damped migration
(in which case it would have moved only a few AU) or forced migration (which would have
driven it to the edge of the disk). However, we also argue that if Neptune experienced
damped migration that left a massive Kuiper belt beyond its nal position {as proposed by
Hahn and Malhtora (1999){ it is di!cult to remove this mass, as the current Kuiper belt
observations demand, without causing Neptune to migrate too far from the Sun.
Thus, we conclude that the primordial proto-planetary disk was most likely truncated
near 30 AU before Neptune arrived on the scene. The exact location of the outer disk
edge cannot be determined, because it depends on the disk's mass density. Indeed, in the
experiments that we ran with a disk edge at 30 AU and in which the disk was totally
depleted, Neptune stopped migrating at distances ranging between 27 and 35 AU. For
a number of reasons explained above, our preference is for a disk that extended up to
 35 AU, with a linear mass density of about 1.5 M /AU.
We have shown that in very massive disks an isolated Neptune-mass planet can
experience a runaway migration that can transport it over very large distances. This process
does not require the existence of multiple planets and is self-sustaining, i:e: it occurs because
the migration itself feeds particles to the planet that continues to drive the migration. It
also can occur in either direction. This phenomenon may be relevant for extra-solar planets.
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We have also concluded that Earth- or Mars-mass embryos could not have existed in
the planetary disk exterior to Neptune unless the disk was truncated. This is additional
support for our conclusion that, in order to see the planetary system that we see today, the
proto-planetary disk initially must have had an edge at  30 AU.
So far in this paper, we have focused on the evolution of Neptune. Unfortunately, we
nd that we have a signicant problem with Uranus. In all simulations starting from a
compact planetary conguration where Neptune is initially inside 20 AU, Uranus always
stopped well before its current location at  19 AU. This is because in these cases the
planetesimals scattered by Neptune interact with Saturn almost at the same time as they
interact with Uranus, so that Uranus eectively `sees' only a small portion of the total disk's
mass. This may indicate that Uranus and Neptune formed at 17{18 AU and 23{25 AU
respectively (see Hahn and Malhotra, 1999), despite of the apparent di!culty of accreting
planets at large heliocentric distances (Levison and Stewart, 2001 Thommes et al., 2003).
Alternatively, it may indicate that the migration process was triggered by some instability
in the originally compact planetary system, something similar to what was proposed by
Thommes et al. (1999). This will be the subject of future investigations.

9. Appendix: Integration methods
The simulations presented in this paper have been performed with two dierent
numerical integrators. In both integration schemes, the disk planetesimals interact with the
planets but not with each-other, which signicantly reduces the simulation time.
The simulations illustrated in sect. 3 and 4 have used the MERCURY integrator
(Chambers (1999)), with a time-step of one year and a relative accuracy during encounters
equal to 10;10 . Disk particles were discarded when they reached a heliocentric distance of
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1,000 AU. For the simulations in sect. 4 a `trick' was used that decreased CPU time, while
retaining the resolution of a 10,000 particle disk. This trick is based on the idea that, at
any time in our simulations, a 10,000 particle resolution is required only for the fraction
of the disk that is suering encounters with Neptune. A lower resolution is adequate for
the region of the disk that has yet to get close to Neptune. Thus, our disks are initially
made of only 1,000 objects. A particle is replaced by ten objects (clones) with one tenth
of the original body's mass and slightly dierent coordinates, when it rst evolves onto an
orbit with a semi-major axis less than a + 2R (where a and R are the Neptune's
semi-major axis and the Hill's radius). Because, in general, the dynamics of bodies in this
type of orbit are chaotic, the orbital evolution of the clones rapidly diverged. Thus, the
clones experience totally independent close encounters with Neptune. With this trick we
could simulate Neptune's migration with a resolution of a 10,000 particles, by integrating
at most 2500 planetesimals at any time.
N

H

N

H

The simulations reported in sections 5 and 6 have been done using the integrator
SyMBA (Duncan et al., 1998). We used 4700 particles to simulate the disk in the
simulations of Neptune's migration in presence of an embryo presented in section 5. The
same has been done for the simulation of the dynamics of the Martian-mass embryo in
section 7. The simulations in section 6 on Neptune's migration in presence of a disk's
edge have been done with 10,000 disk particles. SyMBA integrator has also been used
to reproduce the simulations of runaway migration discussed in section 3, leading to the
reversal of Neptune's motion.
In the SYMBA integrations we discarded disk particles when they became closer than
4.5 AU to the Sun. This has been done to speed up the simulation, use a larger timestep,
and avoid the problem of the accuracy of the integration of particles with small perihelion
distance (Levison and Duncan, 2000). The elimination of a signicant number of particles
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as they enter the inner Solar System signicantly aects the migration of Jupiter, which
consequently, proceeds outwards. This artifact, however, presumably has no impact on the
migration of Neptune, on which this work is focussed.
R.G. thanks CNPq and FAPERJ for supporting grants. He is also indebted to R. Vieira
Martins for allowing the use his personal computers for the numerical integrations. A.M.
and H.F.L. are grateful to CNRS and NSF for supporting H.F.L.'s sabbatical at the Nice
Observatory. H.F.L also thanks NASA's Origins program for supporting his involvement in
this research.
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Fig. 1.| Semi-major axis and eccentricity of the planets (lled dots) and of the planetesimals
(points) at time t = 2:3  106, from the simulation with a 200 Earth masses disk initially in
the 20{50 AU region presented in section 3. The solid lines dene the limits for planetary
crossing orbits, while the dotted lines show where H = H for zero inclination orbits.
p

Fig. 2.| Evolution of the semi-major axes of the four giant planets due to a planetesimal
disk of  200M initially between 20 and 50 AU (top) and  120M initially between 20
and 45 AU (bottom). A low mass disk of 4.6 M is assumed in both cases in the 12.5{20 AU
range.
Fig. 3.| Semi-major axis and eccentricity distribution of the planetesimals at t = 3:1  106
(panel A) and t = 3:2  106 y (panel B) for the simulation presented in the top panel fo
Fig. 2. The lines dene the boundaries of the planet-crossing regions.
Fig. 4.| Neptune's migration in the simulation presented in the top panel of Fig. 2 is
shown here on a magnied timescale. Other curves show Neptune's migration in new
simulations in which Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus are discarded at 3 My, and the disk is
extended beyond 50 AU. The similarity between the previous and the new evolutions up to
3.3 My demonstrates that the other planets play an inessential role in Neptune's runaway
migration. In the simulations with the outer edge of the disk at 60 and 80 AU, the planet
migrates up to the edge, and then reverses migration. In the simulations with the disk's
edge at 200 AU, the inversion occurs well before the edge is reached.
Fig. 5.| Greyscale-coded density of planetesimals in Neptune-crossing regions at three
dierent times corresponding to the beginning of a fast migration episode (top panel), the
middle (middle panel) and the end of it (bottom panel). The migration is then reversed.
The semi-major axis is expressed in units of the current semi-major axis of the planet, in
order to highlight the dierences among the planetesimals distributions. The continuous
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light grey curves mark the borders of Neptune-crossing region, and the dashed curve the
condition H = H for i = 0.
p

Fig. 6.| Neptune's semi-major axis evolution for planetesimals disks with several surface
density distributions and total masses. Each disk was modeled using 10,000 particles. In
the cases labeled 40 M e, 45 M e and 50 M e, the disk has a surface density decaying as r;1
and total masses of 40, 45, 50 M between 18 and 50 AU, respectively. In the cases labeled
r^(-1.5) and r^(-2) the disk has a total mass of 50 M and a surface density decaying as r;1 5
and r;2, respectively.
:

Fig. 7.| Neptune's semi-major axis evolution in a pair of simulations with disks of 40
(bottom), 45 (middle) and 50 M (top). The surface density of the disks decays as r;1 and
each disk is modeled with only 1,000 particles. Due to the low resolution of the disk model,
Neptune's migration results highly stochastic and unpredictable.
Fig. 8.| A self-consistent simulation of the Petit et al. (1999) scenario for the excitation
and dynamical depletion of the Kuiper belt. Neptune is originally assumed at  23 AU and
an Earth-mass embryo at  27 AU. Both planets are embedded in a 30 M disk, extending
from 10 to 50 AU. The pair of black curves show the evolution of Neptune's perihelion and
aphelion distance, while the grey curves refer to the embryo. Notice that the embryo is never
scattered by Neptune. It migrates through the disk faster than Neptune until the disk's outer
edge. Neptune interacts with most of the mass of the disk, thanks to the dynamical excitation
of the latter due to the presence of the embryo. Therefore, it migrates much further that it
would if the embryo were not present, and reaches a nal position well beyond 30 AU.
Fig. 9.| The location of the 8 secular resonance as a function of the disk mass, assuming
Neptune at 30 AU and the disk inner and outer boundaries at 35 and 50 AU. As the disk mass
decreases, the nu8 secular resonance sweeps the disk. In the collisional grinding scenario,
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this phenomenon should have provided new material to the Neptune{crossing region and
restart Neptune's migration.
Fig. 10.| Examples of Neptune's migration in disks with an outer edge at 30 AU, r;1
surface density proles, and masses equal to 20, 30, 35, 50, 75 and 100 M from bottom to
top. Only in the case of a 20 M disk a massive annulus is left between Neptune's position
and the original outer edge of the disk. In all other cases, the disk is completely depleted.
Fig. 11.| The dynamics of a Mars-mass embryo initially placed outside Neptune's orbit (27
and 18 AU respectively). The disk mass is 30 M between 10 and 50 AU. The black curve
at the bottom of the panel shows the evolution of Neptune's semi-major axis. The three
light grey curves show the evolution of the embryo's perihelion distance, semi-major axis
and aphelion distance, respectively from bottom to top. The two curves with intermediate
grey color, which evolve parallel to Neptune's semi-major axis, show the location of the 7:9
and 3:4 resonances respectively. The embryo is initially in the former resonance, and then
is capture in the latter at t  1:5 My. The embryo quits the 3:4 resonance at t  40 My.
Fig. 12.| The evolution of an embryo with 0.2 M initially placed outside Neptune (16 and
14 AUs respectively) in a disk with 43 M truncated at 30 AU. The black curves show the
evolution of the semi-major axes of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, from bottom to
top, while the light grey curves show the perihelion and aphelion distance of the embryo.
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